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Nokia C2-06 is a touch and type mobile phone manufactured by Nokia. This mobile phone consists
of the best sliding mechanism.

Various features

â€¢	2.6â€• TFT resistive Touch Screen

â€¢	56K colors display

â€¢	Dual SIM

â€¢	Weight â€“ 115 grams

â€¢	Dimensions â€“ 103 x 51.4 x 17 mm

â€¢	Handwriting recognition

â€¢	Internal memory â€“ 10MB

â€¢	External memory â€“ Expandable up to 32 GB

The touch and type feature of this mobile phone is the primary factor that is making it to stand apart
from other Nokia mobiles. You get a 2GB memory card that is offered with this handset and so you
can afford to store things as per your wish. Nokia C2-06 has some great connecting traits such as
EDGE, Bluetooth and GPRS. You can also attach the mobile phone with your PC using the USB
port available in the mobile phone. The HTML web browser remains to be the perfect way to search
details from the web when you use this mobile device.

This mobile phone is said to be a smart device that has various multimedia features. A 2 MP
camera is present in this mobile phone that helps you to capture images with a resolution of 1600 x
1200 pixels. Video recording can also be done using this camera. FM recording is another attractive
feature which is available along with the FM radio. The music player helps to hear all your favorite
songs easily. Games are also present in this mobile phone to entertain you.

Easy SWAP SIM support and Dual SIM are the other elegant features of this mobile phone. You
donâ€™t have to reboot the mobile phone to SWAP SIM cards. Flashlite Support, Organizer, Predictive
Text Input, Voice Memo are some of the other great technological traits of Nokia C2-06. Li-Ion 1020
mAh [BL-5c] battery present in this mobile phone helps you to access the mobile device for a pretty
long time period. The standby time of this mobile device is said to be around 400 hours wherein the
talk time is said to be up to 5 hours. You can play music continuously up to 37 hours once you
charge the mobile device.

This mobile phone has hit the market recently and has gained popularity within a short span of time.
It can be now accessed on all the major mobile phone networks. When compared to other Nokia
mobiles, this mobile phone is said to be the most suitable one for youngsters.

Price range
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Nokia C2-06 price is said to be around $110 in the U.S. while the Nokia C2-06 price in India is said
to be around Rs. 5,100.
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